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Abstract of CRADA Work:

Various interconnection challenges exist when connecting distributed PV into the electrical distribution grid in terms of safety, reliability, and stability of the electric power systems. Some of the urgent areas for research, as identified by inverter manufacturers, installers and utilities, are potential for transient overvoltage from PV inverters, multi-inverter anti-islanding, impact of smart inverters on volt-VAR support, impact of bidirectional power flow, and potential for distributed generation curtailment solutions to mitigate grid stability challenges. Under this project, NREL worked with SolarCity to address these challenges through research, testing and analysis at the Energy System Integration Facility (ESIF). Inverters from different manufacturers were tested at ESIF and NREL’s unique power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) capability was utilized to evaluate various system-level impacts. Through the modeling, simulation, and testing, this project eliminated critical barriers on high PV penetration and directly supported the Department of Energy’s SunShot goal of increasing the solar PV on the electrical grid.

Summary of Research Results:

Four tasks were completed under this project. The objective of the first task was to test inverters from different manufacturers to determine duration and magnitudes of transient overvoltages they could create during load-rejection and ground-fault conditions. The detailed results from this task can be found in papers and NREL technical reports [1]-[4]. As an independent third party, NREL’s test reports gave Hawaiian Electric Companies (HECO), the PV community, and other stakeholders confidence that advanced inverters could mitigate transient overvoltage concerns. Following the testing at NREL, HECO cleared its interconnection queue and raised its
limit of distributed PV from 120% of minimum daytime load to 250%, specifically citing NREL’s report as a reason for this change in policy. The objective of the second task was to validate through testing that the active onboard anti-islanding capability of inverters did not degrade when numerous inverters were present and interacting together on one feeder. Additionally, the anti-islanding capabilities were tested with and without advanced inverter functionality. The testing introduced realistic impedances between the inverters through PHIL techniques. The detailed results from this task can be found in references [5]-[6]. This research was the first reported laboratory testing of multi-inverter, multi point-of-common-coupling anti-islanding and will increase utility’s confidence on safe interconnection at high PV penetration. The objective of the third task was to conduct an impact assessment study of distributed PV systems with smart inverter reactive power control on conservation voltage reduction (CVR) energy savings and distribution system power quality. Both the CVR and power quality assessment methodologies were applied to two distribution system models: one obtained from the HECO and another obtained from Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). The detailed results can be found in two upcoming publications [7]-[8]. The final task of the CRADA was to evaluate SolarCity’s PV generation curtailment hardware and software integration. That part of the project contained proprietary information from SolarCity and was not resulted in any public report.
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